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Abstract: In modern healthcare systems, prescribing the appropriate medication plays a vital role in 

patient care and treatment outcomes. With the increasing availability of electronic health records (EHRs) 

and the rapid growth of medical knowledge, there is a growing interest in leveraging the power of 

technology to support the prescribing process. This abstract presents a comprehensive analysis of the topic 

"Prescribing Drugs Using Doctor's Review," exploring the utilization of doctor's reviews to enhance the 

accuracy and efficiency of prescribing medications. The study begins by highlighting the challenges faced 

by healthcare providers in the prescribing process, including the risk of medication errors, drug 

interactions, and patient-specific factors such as allergies or comorbidities. It then delves into the potential 

of doctor's reviews, which are insights and feedback provided by healthcare professionals based on their 

experiences with different medications and patient cases. The abstract further discusses the various ways 

doctor's reviews can be incorporated into the prescribing process. This includes the integration of 

electronic prescribing systems with a comprehensive database of doctor's reviews, enabling healthcare 

providers to access and analyze real-world experiences of their peers regarding drug efficacy, adverse 

effects, and overall patient response. Such integration can help improve medication selection, dosing, and 

monitoring, thereby reducing the risk of adverse events and enhancing patient safety. Furthermore, the 

abstract explores the role of artificial intelligence (AI) in leveraging doctor's reviews. AI algorithms can 

analyse large volumes of textual data from doctor's reviews, identify patterns, and provide evidence-based 

recommendations to healthcare providers during the prescribing process. By harnessing the collective 

knowledge and expertise of the medical community, AI-powered systems can assist doctors in making 

informed decisions tailored to each patient's unique circumstances. The abstract also addresses potential 

concerns related to the use of doctor's reviews, such as bias, limited data availability, and privacy issues. It 

emphasizes the need for proper validation and quality control measures to ensure the reliability and 

integrity of the information derived from doctor's reviews. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Prescribing the right medication is a critical aspect of patient care, with the potential to significantly impact treatment 

outcomes. In the era of electronic health records and an ever-expanding knowledge base, there is a growing interest in 

utilizing technology to support the prescribing process. One promising avenue is the incorporation of doctor's reviews 

into the decision-making process. Doctor's reviews encompass the invaluable insights and experiences shared by 

healthcare professionals regarding medication efficacy, side effects, and patient-specific factors. This small introduction 

provides an overview of the topic "Prescribing Drugs Using Doctor's Review," exploring the potential benefits, 

challenges, and the role of technology in leveraging this valuable resource for enhanced prescribing accuracy and 

patient safety. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Zhang, Y., et al. (2018). Leveraging Machine Learning for Medication Prescribing Using Doctor's Reviews: A 

Systematic Review. Journal of Biomedical Informatics. This systematic review explores the utilization of machine 

learning techniques for medication prescribing using doctor's reviews. It provides an overview of studies that have 
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employed machine learning algorithms to analyze large volumes of doctor's reviews and extract valuable insights for 

medication selection and dosing. The review examines the performance, accuracy, and limitations of different machine 

learning approaches in this context. 

Wang, S., et al. (2019). Automated Medication Prescribing Using Natural Language Processing and Machine Learning: 

A Systematic Review. Journal of Medical Systems. This systematic review focuses on the application of natural 

language processing (NLP) and machine learning in automated medication prescribing using doctor's reviews. It 

examines the use of NLP techniques to extract relevant information from textual doctor's reviews and the subsequent 

application of machine learning algorithms to generate medication recommendations. The review discusses the 

potential of these automated systems to improve prescribing accuracy and reduce medication errors. 

Li, J., et al. (2020). Predicting Adverse Drug Events Using Machine Learning Models Trained on Doctor's Reviews. 

Journal of Clinical Pharmacology. This study investigates the use of machine learning models trained on doctor's 

reviews for predicting adverse drug events. It explores the integration of text mining techniques, feature extraction, and 

machine learning algorithms to identify patterns and predict potential adverse effects associated with specific 

medications. The research highlights the potential of these models in enhancing medication safety by proactively 

identifying and preventing adverse drug events. 

Kumar, A., et al. (2021). Explainable Machine Learning Models for Medication Prescribing Using Doctor's Reviews. 

Artificial Intelligence in Medicine. This research article focuses on the development of explainable machine learning 

models for medication prescribing using doctor's reviews. It explores the use of interpretable algorithms that provide 

transparent and understandable decision-making processes. The study emphasizes the importance of interpretability in 

the medical domain and discusses the potential benefits of explainable machine learning models in gaining the trust and 

acceptance of healthcare providers.  

Yang, L., et al. (2022). Privacy-Preserving Machine Learning for Medication Prescribing Using Doctor's Reviews. 

Journal of Medical Internet Research. This article addresses the privacy concerns associated with utilizing doctor's 

reviews in machine learning models for medication prescribing. It explores privacy-preserving techniques such as 

federated learning, secure multiparty computation, and differential privacy to protect sensitive patient information 

during the analysis of doctor's reviews. The study highlights the importance of maintaining patient privacy while 

leveraging the power of machine learning for improved prescribing practices. 

Kim, J., et al. (2022). Incorporating Doctor's Reviews into Clinical Decision Support Systems Using Machine Learning. 

Journal of Clinical Pharmacy and Therapeutics. This study focuses on incorporating doctor's reviews into clinical 

decision support systems (CDSS) using machine learning techniques. It discusses the integration of machine learning 

models trained on doctor's reviews into CDSS to provide real-time medication recommendations and alerts to 

healthcare providers.  

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Our proposed system considers patient's individual medical history, allergies, or other relevant factors. 

Our System not just recommends medicine but does suggests to meet the doctor based on severity of the problem. 

Patient can take an appointment using our system. 

Gradient Boosting Algorithms (e.g., XGBoost, LightGBM): Gradient boosting algorithms, such as XGBoost and 

LightGBM, have gained popularity due to their ability to handle complex relationships and produce high-performing 

models. These algorithms iteratively build an ensemble of weak learners, learning from the mistakes of previous 

models. Gradient boosting algorithms are suitable for tasks like predicting drug-drug interactions or medication 

efficacy, where capturing intricate patterns in the data is crucial. 
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IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
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 Methodology: Prescription Assistant 

 Data Collection: Gather a diverse and comprehensive dataset of doctor's reviews from reliable sources, 

ensuring an adequate representation of medications, patient profiles, and treatment scenarios.

 Data Pre-processing: Clean the doctor's reviews by removing noise, irrelevant information, and standardizing 

the text format. Tokenize the reviews into individual words or phras

techniques such as stemming or lemmatization to normalize the text and reduce word variations.

 Model Training and Development: 

medication prescribing tasks. Split the pre

the machine learning models using the training data, optimizing the model parameters and hyperparameters 

through techniques like cross

necessary.  

 Personalized Medication Recommendation Generation: 

takes patient-specific information as input. Utilize the trained machine learning models and the

generate personalized medication recommendations. Consider factors such as medication efficacy, safety, 

potential drug interactions, and patient

 Evaluation and Validation: Evaluate the performance of the Prescrip

evaluation metrics. Conduct validation studies to assess the system's effectiveness in improving medication 

prescribingbased on doctor's reviews. Compare the system's recommendations with expert opinions or gold

standard datasets to measure its accuracy and reliability.

 

5.1 LightGBM 

LightGBM is a gradient boosting framework that has gained popularity in the field of machine learning for its speed, 

efficiency, and accuracy. It is specifically designed to handle large

dimensional features. LightGBM uses a tree

strategy for efficient model training. 
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V. METHODOLOGY 

Prescription Assistant - Medication Prescribing Using Doctor's Reviews 

Gather a diverse and comprehensive dataset of doctor's reviews from reliable sources, 

uate representation of medications, patient profiles, and treatment scenarios.

Clean the doctor's reviews by removing noise, irrelevant information, and standardizing 

the text format. Tokenize the reviews into individual words or phrases to facilitate further analysis. Apply 

techniques such as stemming or lemmatization to normalize the text and reduce word variations.

Model Training and Development: Select appropriate machine learning algorithms based on the specific 

ing tasks. Split the pre-processed dataset into training, validation, and testing sets. Train 

the machine learning models using the training data, optimizing the model parameters and hyperparameters 

through techniques like cross-validation. Validate the models using the validation set and refine them as 

Personalized Medication Recommendation Generation: Develop a recommendation generation module that 

specific information as input. Utilize the trained machine learning models and the

generate personalized medication recommendations. Consider factors such as medication efficacy, safety, 

potential drug interactions, and patient-specific considerations. 

Evaluate the performance of the Prescription Assistant system using appropriate 

evaluation metrics. Conduct validation studies to assess the system's effectiveness in improving medication 

prescribingbased on doctor's reviews. Compare the system's recommendations with expert opinions or gold

dard datasets to measure its accuracy and reliability. 

LightGBM is a gradient boosting framework that has gained popularity in the field of machine learning for its speed, 

efficiency, and accuracy. It is specifically designed to handle large-scale datasets and can effectively deal with high

dimensional features. LightGBM uses a tree-based learning algorithm and employs a gradient
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Medication Prescribing Using Doctor's Reviews  

Gather a diverse and comprehensive dataset of doctor's reviews from reliable sources, 

uate representation of medications, patient profiles, and treatment scenarios. 

Clean the doctor's reviews by removing noise, irrelevant information, and standardizing 

es to facilitate further analysis. Apply 

techniques such as stemming or lemmatization to normalize the text and reduce word variations. 

Select appropriate machine learning algorithms based on the specific 

processed dataset into training, validation, and testing sets. Train 

the machine learning models using the training data, optimizing the model parameters and hyperparameters 

dels using the validation set and refine them as 

Develop a recommendation generation module that 

specific information as input. Utilize the trained machine learning models and the patient's data to 

generate personalized medication recommendations. Consider factors such as medication efficacy, safety, 

tion Assistant system using appropriate 

evaluation metrics. Conduct validation studies to assess the system's effectiveness in improving medication 

prescribingbased on doctor's reviews. Compare the system's recommendations with expert opinions or gold-

LightGBM is a gradient boosting framework that has gained popularity in the field of machine learning for its speed, 

scale datasets and can effectively deal with high-

based learning algorithm and employs a gradient-based optimization 
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# gradient lightgbm for making predictions for regression 

from sklearn.datasets import make_regression 

from lightgbm import LGBMRegressor 

# define dataset 

X, y = make_regression(n_samples=1000, n_features=20, n_informative=15, noise=0.1, random_state=7) 

# define the model 

model = LGBMRegressor() 

# fit the model on the whole dataset 

model.fit(X, y) 

# make a single prediction 

row = [0.20543991,-0.97049844,-0.81403429,-0.23842689,-0.60704084,-0.48541492,0.53113006,2.01834338,-

0.90745243,-1.85859731,-1.02334791,-0.6877744,0.60984819,-0.70630121,-

1.29161497,1.32385441,1.42150747,1.26567231,2.56569098,-0.11154792] 

yhat = model.predict([row]) 

print ('Prediction: %d' % yhat[0]) 

 

Input: I: training data, d: iterations 

Input: a: sampling ratio of large gradient data 

Input: b: sampling ratio of small gradient data 

Input: loss: loss function, L: weak learner 

models ? {}, fact ? (1-a)/b 

topN ? a × len(I), randN ? b × len(I) 

for i = 1 to d do 

preds ?models.predict(I) g ? loss(I, preds), w ? {1, 1, ...} 

sorted ?GetSortedIndices(abs(g)) 

topSet ? sorted[1:topN] 

randSet ?RandomPick(sorted[topN:len(I)], 

randN) 

usedSet ?topSet + randSet 

w[randSet] × = fact . Assign weight f act to the 

small gradient data. 

newModel ? L(I[usedSet], g[usedSet], 

w[usedSet]) 

models.append(newModel) 

 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The following are the figures that displays how the project will run in the system. 

 
Fig: 1                                                           Fig:2 
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In the above image, the web interface is been shown to the user and the brief descripti

been showed. 

The user can see a box and above the box there is an blank box where the user should type his/her condition in that 

blank box. 

Fig: 3                                 

In the above two figures, we can see that when the user types the condition or the symptoms, then the required medicine 

will be displayed in the system. 
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In the above image, the web interface is been shown to the user and the brief description about the web application is 

The user can see a box and above the box there is an blank box where the user should type his/her condition in that 

Fig: 3                                                      Fig: 4 

two figures, we can see that when the user types the condition or the symptoms, then the required medicine 
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The user can see a box and above the box there is an blank box where the user should type his/her condition in that 
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Prescription Assistant, a medication prescribing system based on doctor's reviews and machine 

significant potential to enhance the accuracy and efficiency of medication decisions. By leveraging advanced 

techniques such as natural language processing (NLP) and machine learning algorithms like LightGBM, the system can 

extract valuable insights from doctor's reviews and provide personalized medication recommendations.

Through the methodology outlined, Prescription Assistant demonstrates the ability to process and analyze diverse 

doctor's reviews, extract relevant features, train machin

based on patient-specific information. By incorporating decision support capabilities and alerting mechanisms, the 

system aids healthcare providers in avoiding potential drug interactions, contra

The utilization of LightGBM as a powerful gradient boosting framework allows for efficient model training and 

accurate predictions. Its ability to handle large

complex and diverse information present in doctor's reviews. The integration of LightGBM into Prescription Assistant 

contributes to its overall effectiveness and performance in medication prescribing.
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VII. CONCLUSION 

Prescription Assistant, a medication prescribing system based on doctor's reviews and machine 

significant potential to enhance the accuracy and efficiency of medication decisions. By leveraging advanced 

techniques such as natural language processing (NLP) and machine learning algorithms like LightGBM, the system can 

e insights from doctor's reviews and provide personalized medication recommendations.

Through the methodology outlined, Prescription Assistant demonstrates the ability to process and analyze diverse 

doctor's reviews, extract relevant features, train machine learning models, and generate personalized recommendations 

specific information. By incorporating decision support capabilities and alerting mechanisms, the 

system aids healthcare providers in avoiding potential drug interactions, contraindications, and adverse effects.

The utilization of LightGBM as a powerful gradient boosting framework allows for efficient model training and 

accurate predictions. Its ability to handle large-scale datasets and high-dimensional features makes it well

complex and diverse information present in doctor's reviews. The integration of LightGBM into Prescription Assistant 

contributes to its overall effectiveness and performance in medication prescribing. 
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Prescription Assistant, a medication prescribing system based on doctor's reviews and machine learning, offers 

significant potential to enhance the accuracy and efficiency of medication decisions. By leveraging advanced 

techniques such as natural language processing (NLP) and machine learning algorithms like LightGBM, the system can 

e insights from doctor's reviews and provide personalized medication recommendations. 

Through the methodology outlined, Prescription Assistant demonstrates the ability to process and analyze diverse 

e learning models, and generate personalized recommendations 

specific information. By incorporating decision support capabilities and alerting mechanisms, the 

indications, and adverse effects. 

The utilization of LightGBM as a powerful gradient boosting framework allows for efficient model training and 

dimensional features makes it well-suited for the 

complex and diverse information present in doctor's reviews. The integration of LightGBM into Prescription Assistant 
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